
Past Simple (Revision) (1)

Revise the past simple with us!

     We use the simple past to talk about events that happened at a specific time in the past - signal words are:
yesterday, in 2018, last week/year, a week/month ago.
Form the simple past with "ed" at the end of the verb but look out for irregular verbs like: buy - bought or see - saw.
For example: "I laughed about the joke" OR "I brought my favourite toy to school".

     To form a negation in the Past Simple use didn't + the first form of the verb. You can use the shortened form or
the longer version. For example: Tom didn't/did not go on holiday. Exceptions: was, were and could. For that verbs
the negation is formed with "not". For example: I wasn't/was not at the football match yesterday.

To form a question put „did“ at the beginning of the sentence. Here again "did" is followed by the first form of the
verb. For example: Did Tom go on holiday? If you want to form a question with "was, were or could" put the verbs at
the beginning of the sentence. For example: Were you at home last night?

Be careful: Use were/weren't for you, we, they!

 
_________ you go the party last night?
     Did
     Do
     Died

 
Yes, I did. Lucas _________ there, too.
     were
     wars
     was

 
We ______________ to great music.
     listened
     listens
     listen

 
We _________ lots of fun. You should come next time!
     have
     had
     has
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_________ you the only one from our class?
     Was
     Were
     Where

 
No, I ______________. Jill came too.
     weren't
     wasen't
     wasn't

 
_________ you see the stars last night?
     Does
     Did
     Do

 
Oh yes, they _________ amazing!
     was
     were
     are

 
Handball was fun today. I ______________ the ball every time!
     caught
     catched
     cauht

 
I ______________ football all afternoon yesterday.
     played
     playd
     plaid

 
_________ you see Joe?
     Did
     Does
     Do
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No, sorry. I ______________ see him all day!
     doesn't
     don't
     didn't

 
I think I _________ him on Monday.
     see
     saw
     seed

 
Unfortunately, I _________ his phone number.
     loost
     loose
     lost
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